Make a Collage

“Every picture tells a story.”

Rod Stewart

Some things are hard to explain. Sometimes it is true that a picture is worth a thousand words.

Make a collage that illustrates your life in the world today. Using books, magazines, catalogues or other sources, cut out or photocopy pictures of anything that you think represents your world. Also include drawings of your own, if you like.

Just to get you started, here are some ideas for items you might include:

- a page from TV Guide, with a favorite program circled
- a wrapper from your favorite kind of candy bar or gum
- titles of CDs you love
- photographs of popular hairstyles and fashions
- a program from a concert or play that you attended
- labels from favorite foods
- an ad for your favorite kind of pizza

Arrange all of your material, perhaps in a hodgepodge fashion. Label each item, and add any final touches you wish. Your collage might be poster-sized, or it might be small enough to photocopy and include in an autobiography of your life.